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Abstract
Researchers have observed the increasing commoditization of cybercrime, that is, the offering of capabilities, services, and resources as commodities by specialized suppliers in the underground economy. Commoditization enables outsourcing, thus lowering entry barriers for aspiring criminals, and potentially driving further growth in cybercrime. While there is evidence in the literature of specific examples of cybercrime commoditization, the overall phenomenon is much less understood. Which parts of cybercrime value chains are successfully commoditized, and which are not? What kind of revenue do criminal business-to-business (B2B) services generate and how fast are they growing?

We use longitudinal data from eight online anonymous marketplaces over six years, from the original Silk Road to AlphaBay, and track the evolution of commoditization on these markets. We develop a conceptual model of the value chain components for dominant criminal business models. We then identify the market supply for these components over time. We find evidence of commoditization in most components, but the outsourcing options are highly restricted and transaction volume is often modest. Cash-out services feature the most listings and generate the largest revenue. Consistent with behavior observed in the context of narcotic sales, we also find a significant amount of revenue in retail cybercrime, i.e., business-to-consumer (B2C) rather than business-to-business. We conservatively estimate the overall revenue for cybercrime commodities on online anonymous markets to be at least US $15M between 2011-2017. While there is growth, commoditization is a spottier phenomenon than previously assumed.

1 Introduction

Many scientific studies and industry reports have observed the emergence of cybercrime-as-a-service models, also referred to as the “commoditization of cybercrime.” The idea is that specialized suppliers in the underground economy cater to criminal entrepreneurs in need of certain capabilities, services, and resources [23, 33, 39, 42]. Commoditization allows these entrepreneurs to substitute specialized technical knowledge with “knowing what to buy” - that is, outsourcing parts of the criminal value chain. The impact of this trend could be dramatic: Commoditization substantially lowers entry barriers for criminals, which is hypothesized to accelerate the growth of cybercrime. Prior work found strong evidence for specific cases of commoditization: booters offering DDoS services [29], suppliers in “pay-per-install” markets distributing malware [13], and exploit kit developers supplying “drive-by” browser compromises [22]. The overall pattern is much less clear, however, as not all cybercrime components are equally amenable to outsourcing [21].

This paper answers two core questions: Which parts of cybercrime value chains are successfully commoditized and which are not? What kind of revenue do these criminal business-to-business services generate and how fast are they growing? Addressing these questions requires that we properly define and scope the concept of commoditization. To do so, we turn to transaction cost economics (TCE). We argue that the characteristics of commodities are highly congruent with the characteristics of online anonymous marketplaces. More precisely, the one-shot, anonymous purchases these markets support require suppliers to offer highly commoditized offerings. Conversely, if cybercrime offerings can be commoditized, online anonymous markets should be a highly attractive place to sell them. Indeed, these platforms can reach a large audience and provide risk management services for criminals, e.g., by protecting their anonymity, and featuring reputation systems to root out fraudulent sales and shield sellers from risky interactions with buyers.

While data from online anonymous marketplaces provides a unique opportunity to track the evolution of
commoditization, we are not arguing that these marketplaces provide a complete picture. They do not have a monopoly, of course. In fact, certain types of commoditized offerings are not suited for trading on these marketplaces, e.g., affiliate programs, subscription-based offerings, or services requiring a rich search interface may be better served by alternative distribution channels [26, 48]. Yet, on balance, the congruence of commoditized forms of cybercrime and online anonymous markets means that the evolution of commoditization should be clearly observable on those markets.

We analyze longitudinal data on the offerings and transactions from eight online anonymous marketplaces, collected between 2011 and 2017. We first present a conceptual model of the value chain components in dominant criminal business models, and develop a classifier to map cybercrime-related listings across all markets to these components. This allows us to track trends in vendors, offerings and transaction volumes. We then discuss the type of offerings to assess to what extent each component can be outsourced - i.e., to what extent it is successfully commoditized. In short, we make the following contributions:

- We present the first comprehensive empirical study of the commoditization of cybercrime on online anonymous markets. We analyze 44,000 listings and over 564,000 transactions across eight marketplaces. We draw on data from prior work [40] and newly collected data on AlphaBay.
- We find commoditized business-to-business offerings for most value chain components, though many of them are niche products with only modest transaction volumes. Cash-out services contain the most listings and generate the largest revenue. We estimate the lower bound of overall B2B revenue to be around $2 million in 2016 and over $8 million for the whole period.
- We also uncover a surprising amount of revenue in retail cybercrime – that is, business-to-consumer sales rather than business-to-business, similar to the patterns observed for drug sales. The lower-bound estimate for 2016 is over $1 million and nearly $7 million for the whole period.
- We demonstrate that commoditization is a more spotty phenomenon than previously assumed. The lack of strong growth in transactions suggests that bottlenecks remain in outsourcing critical parts of criminal value chains.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 defines transaction cost economics, and discusses how the concept applies to cybercrime commoditization.

2 Commoditization and anonymous marketplaces

With outsourcing, entrepreneurs can decide to either “make” or “buy” each component of the value chain. Transaction cost economics (TCE) is a mature economic theory that seeks to explain under what conditions economic activity is organized in markets (buy) and when it is vertically integrated (make) – i.e., the entrepreneur develops the component himself or brings someone with that capability into the enterprise. Here, we apply TCE to the context of cybercrime to predict if and when outsourcing takes place.

Williamson [47] distinguishes several asset characteristics that determine if and how outsourcing will occur, as shown in Figure 1. A, B, and C are various forms of outsourcing and D is vertical integration. Factors such as asset specificity, frequency and uncertainty separate the underlying transactions [45]. $k$ is a measure of asset specificity, referring to the degree to which a product or service is specific to e.g., a vendor, location, control over resources, etc. A key characteristic of commodities is that they are “fungible”, meaning that different offerings of it are mutually interchangeable ($k = 0$) – i.e., a booter is a booter [29, 31] – and subject to vendor competition [18]. In commodity markets, buyers can easily turn to other suppliers, and suppliers can sell to other buyers, reducing possible hazards. The more specific an asset is ($k > 0$), the more investments are specialized to a particular transaction.

The second factor, $s$, refers to contractual safeguards. Transactions where investments are exposed to unrelied contractual hazards ($s = 0$) will not be traded pub-
licity (i.e., anonymous online marketplaces such as Silk Road or AlphaBay are a poor fit), but on smaller, “invite-only” markets where trust relations are forged among specialized insiders, anonymity is not absolute, and escrow services are less prominent [36]. When $s > 0$, contracts with transaction-specific safeguards are in place.

Commodities are sold via unassisted markets (A). These markets incentivize sellers to reduce asset specificity as much as possible, hence commoditizing the offering. The efficiency gains also work in the other direction: those who offer goods or services that can be commoditized would use these markets to sell them and benefit from the wide reach and high frequency of transactions, without being exposed to risky direct interaction and coordination with buyers.

In terms of TCE, online anonymous marketplaces are unassisted markets – i.e., they are the place to go for commoditized cybercrime. Anonymous markets reduce uncertainty risks through escrow mechanisms, review systems and strict rules enforced by a market administrator [15,40]. For transactions where $k = 0$, “no specific assets are involved and the parties are essentially faceless” [46, p. 20], which is precisely the case for anonymous markets. Complex components such as highly customized malware are more likely to be self-supplied or delivered under special contracts, while frequently used, standardized components, like DDoS-services, would be supplied more efficiently by the unassisted market. TCE tells us that the organization of criminal activities will be guided primarily by the relative costs of completing illegal transactions within the market [19, p. 28].

Similar to the prominent drugs-trade on anonymous online markets, we expect two type of commodities on these markets: business-to-business (B2B), e.g., wholesale quantities of credit card details, and business-to-consumer (B2C), e.g., a handful of Netflix accounts. We are primarily interested in B2B, as that is the form of commoditization that is the most worrying and speculated to cause a massive growth in cybercrime, though we will also report the main findings for B2C. To assess the degree to which B2B services are commoditized, the next section develops a framework to identify the different value chains where there is demand for commoditized cybercrime.

3 Demand for cybercrime outsourcing

To empirically assess the commoditization of cybercrime, we first need to establish what capabilities, services and resources criminal entrepreneurs actually need. This provides us with a framework against which to evaluate where commodities are available to meet this demand and where they are not – as measured through listings on anonymous marketplaces. Of course, entrepreneurs might demand an endless variety of goods and services. For this reason, we use as our starting point the dominant criminal business models that were identified in prior work. We look at the value chain underlying each business model and synthesize them in a common set of components that entrepreneurs might want to outsource. Our point of departure is Thomas et al. [42]’s inventory of criminal business models. We update and extend this set with models discussed in related research. Table 1 shows this updated overview.

First, we look into the value chain behind spamvertising, which is driven by three resources: a) advertisement distribution b) hosting and click support and c) realization and cash-out [34,42].

Second, extortion schemes, for instance ransomware or fake anti-virus [17] have a value chain that consists of four distinctive resources: a) development of malware b) distribution, by either exploits or (spear) phishing e-mails, c) take-over and “customer service” and d) cash-out [30,42].

Third, click fraud is supported by four similar, general resources: a) development of a website, malware or a JavaScript, b) distribution through botnets, c) take-over by either malware or JavaScript and d) cash-out [32,42].

Fourth, the criminal business model in social engineering scams, such as tech support scams [35], or one-click fraud [16] leans on: a) (optional) development of malware or a malicious app, b) distribution by phishing e-mail or website, or through social engineering, c) take-over and setting-up “customer service,” and d) cash-out [35,42]. The boundary between extortion and social engineering scams is fuzzy. Both could well be categorized in the same family. For now, we take the view that extortion (e.g., ransomware) requires development of malware, where social engineering scams do not necessarily rely on anything being installed on the victim’s machine (e.g., one-click frauds [16]).

Fifth, cybercriminal fraud schemes, e.g. those enabled by financial malware, build on four general, main resources: a) development and b) distribution of malware or a malicious app, c) take-over, for instance by using web-injects or a RAT, and d) cash-out [42,44].

Sixth, cryptocurrency mining relies on near-similar resources as click fraud: a) the development of malware or JavaScript, b) distribution of malware by botnets or the injection of a JavaScript in a compromised websites, c) the take-over, i.e. mining, and d) cash-out [27,42].

Seventh, the criminal business model that profits from selling stolen credit card details makes use of: a) development of a phishing website, malware or a malicious

---

1Remote Access Tool, i.e., malware that allows a miscreant to remotely access a victim’s machine.
Table 1: Overview of present-day cybercriminal business models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business model</th>
<th>Example Modus Operandi</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spamvertised products</td>
<td>Selling knock-off products</td>
<td>Levchenko et al. [34], Thomas et al. [42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extortion</td>
<td>Ransomware</td>
<td>Kharraz et al. [30], Thomas et al. [42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clickfraud</td>
<td>Hijacked traffic</td>
<td>Kshetri et al. [32], Thomas et al. [42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social engineering scams</td>
<td>Customer support scams</td>
<td>Miramirkhani et al. [35], Christin et al. [16], Thomas et al. [42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud</td>
<td>Financial malware</td>
<td>Thomas et al. [42], Van Wegberg et al. [44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining</td>
<td>Cryptocurrency mining</td>
<td>Huang et al. [27], Thomas et al. [42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carding</td>
<td>Credit card reselling</td>
<td>Holt [23], Thomas et al. [42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounts</td>
<td>Reselling credentials</td>
<td>Holt [23], Thomas et al. [42]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Measurement methodology

Our measurement methodology consists of 1) collecting and parsing data on listings, prices and buyer feedback from eight prominent online anonymous markets, 2) implementing and applying a classifier to the listings to map them to cybercrime components from our conceptual model of value chains (Figure 2) as well as to additional categories of B2C cybercrime, and 3) using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA, [10]) to identify the best-selling clusters of listings and compare their offerings to the capabilities, resources and services needed for each component of the conceptual model.

4.1 Data collection

We first leveraged the parsed and analyzed dataset of Soska and Christin [40] to obtain information about item listings and reviews on several prominent online anonymous marketplaces. For each of the over 230,000 item listings, the data include (but are not limited to) titles, descriptions, advertised prices, item-vendor mapping, category classification, shipping restrictions and various timestamps. Additionally, each item listing contains feedback that has been proven to be a reasonable proxy for sales [15,40]. Each piece of feedback contains a message, a numerical score, and a timestamp.

We then extended this data with an additional 16 complete snapshots of AlphaBay that we collected from May 30, 2016 to May 26, 2017, just two months before its closure in July 2017 [4]. Table 2 summarizes the dataset.

As an important data processing note, some vendors set “holding prices” to their listings when the product or service they are selling is out of stock. Instead of removing the listing, these vendors increase the price (astronomically) to prevent buyers trying to buy their product. Soska and Christin [40] developed a heuristic that corrects these holding prices, which we applied in the preprocessing of the parsed and labeled dataset. This limits

---

2Soska and Christin’s dataset included 17 snapshots of AlphaBay, dating back to December 2014, that they did not use in their published analysis [40].
the potential for errors stemming from falsely assuming a certain holding price was associated with a buy.

4.2 Classifying cybercrime listings

Most listings on these marketplaces are related to drugs and other non-cybercrime activities [15, 40]. Our aim is to classify each item listing into one of the 10 categories of cybercrime components from the conceptual framework (Figure 2). Unfortunately, the labels provided by Soska and Christin are not expressive enough to capture these nuanced categories, so we begin by using their labels as a pre-filter and retain only item listings that were identified as being either “Digital goods” or “Miscellaneous” (19% of all listings).

Next, we implemented a Linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. Manual inspection confirmed our suspicion that the markets also contain retail (B2C) cybercrime offerings, next to wholesale cybercrime offerings. For this reason, we added six product categories to distinguish supply in that part of the market: accounts, quantities to a completely custom-made product such as pre-booked plane tickets.

4.3 Ground truth

For labeling the ground truth, we randomly selected 1,500 items from all listings classified as either “Digital Goods” or “Miscellaneous” \((n = 44,060)\), or approximately 3.5% of the data. Only around 30% of the listings in the random sample belonged to one of the ten B2B cybercrime components. Around 45% belonged to one of the B2C categories and the remaining 25% were labeled as “other.” Those were comprised of drug listings that were misclassified as “miscellaneous,” as well as luxury items and other physical goods. We also found some incomprehensible listings, which might be test entries by vendors. Labeling the ground truth yielded four more observations. First, we identified listings that contain more than one cybercrime component, e.g., offering both a piece of malware and (access to) a botnet. Second, we identified package listings, such as complete cryptocurrency mining schemes. Third, we observed that some vendors add unrelated keywords to their listings, presumably in a marketing effort similar to search engine optimization. Fourth and last, we observed custom listings, i.e., listings that are specifically created to be sold only once to one specific buyer. Custom listings contain bespoke products or services ranging from custom quantities to a completely custom-made product such as pre-booked plane tickets.

After labeling our random sample of listings, we can assess whether each category meets our criteria for accurately classifying listings to categories of cybercrime components. To avoid overfitting to a specific component, we ensure the training set for our classifier holds at least 20 listings per category of cybercrime components. Because of the highly skewed distribution of listings in our random sample, we were forced to increase our ground truth by manually adding listings to the following categories: app, botnet, e-mail, exploit, hosting, malware, phone, RAT and website. To that end, we operated a manual search in the filtered portion of data using up to three keywords on those cybercrime components. We manually verified whether the listings with the keyword in the title or description advertise the actual product or was a false positive – e.g., a vendor using the word “malware” in a listing of lottery tickets.

4.4 Training and evaluation

Before training the classifier, we excluded three categories of cybercrime components from the classification: JavaScript malware, webinjects, and customer support. For these, we found no listings in our random sample.

The classification phase itself consists of three steps: (i) data cleaning, (ii) tokenizing, (iii) training and evaluation of the ground-truth samples which are the concatenation of the title and description of the item list-
ings. In data cleaning, we removed all English stop words, punctuations, numbers, URLs and accents of all unicode characters. We then lemmatized the words in order to group together the inflected forms of a word so they can be analyzed as a single item, identified by the word’s lemma, or dictionary form before being trained and tested. We tokenized each item (assuming all items are in English) and computed a tf-idf (term frequency-inverse document frequency) value for each of the resulting 9,629 unique tokens or words. To calculate the tf-idf, we used a max-df (maximum document frequency) equal to 0.7 – this discards words appearing in more than 70% of the listings. In the classification phase we then used these values as an input for an L2-Penalized SVM under L2-Loss. We implemented this classifier using Python and scikit-learn.

The reported imbalance in the distribution of listings among categories causes an imbalance in the labeled categories of our ground truth. On the one hand, we have nearly 25% of listings labeled as “other” and around 45% labeled as one of B2C products or services. On the other hand, we have a large portion of the rest of our ground truth listings (30%) that are labeled as “cash-out” listings (25%). We mitigate the negative impact of this imbalance on our classification results by re-sampling our ground truth listings by the SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique) method, thereby increasing the cardinality of each category to match the size of the largest labels: this is a standard technique towards improving algorithmic fairness. Due to the implicit optimization of our classifier, this over-sampling method allows the model to carve broader decision regions, leading to greater coverage of the minority class [14].

Because of the nature of listings that cover multiple categories, e.g. bundled goods, we anticipate some classification errors. It is however important to distinguish between errors where the item listing is classified as “other” (false negative) from acceptable approximations, e.g., a listing that includes access to a botnet bundled with malware and is classified as a botnet. The first example denotes a classification error, while the second is a listing that truly is a combination of multiple cybercrime components. Our main goal is therefore to prevent cybercrime component listings, like malware, from ending up in “other” and vice versa.

We evaluate the performance of our classifier in Figure 3. In this normalized confusion matrix, each row represents the instances in an actual category while each column represents the instances in a predicted category. All correct predictions are in the diagonal of the table (numbers denote recall). The average precision is 0.78 and the average recall is 0.76, denoting some confusion between cybercrime components categories. However, the classifier mostly meets our goal of avoiding cross-
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Figure 3: Classifier normalized confusion matrix

confusion between categories of cybercrime components and “other” listings.

4.5 Post-processing

The heuristic for dealing with holding prices [40] used in pre-processing does not correct situations where all instances of a listing among our snapshots were either only seen with a holding price, or in some cases do not exceed a set maximum of $10,000. To get an idea of how frequently this happens, we looked into items priced above $5,000. We manually identified 12 listings which received a total of 118 pieces of feedback at holding prices. In one case we found the correct price from a customer commenting “good product for $10". The remaining 11 listings seemed clear instances of holding prices, and were removed, as we had no information about the true sales price.

After examining holding prices, we found some instances of misclassified drug listings in categories of cybercrime components (false positives). To correct this, we first removed 12 Xanax listings that we encountered when inspecting the holding prices. To find additional misclassified drug listings, we leveraged the distinctive features of drug listings, namely the unique terminology used to list the quantity of drugs offered, e.g., “grams,” “mg,” “ug,” “lbs,” “ml,” “pills,” etc. Following this process, we automatically identified and removed 82 misclassified drug listings.

5 Results

In this section we present the results of the classified listings. At first glance, we can observe the differences in number of listings between the categories. Just over 30% of the listings are in the B2B categories of our conceptual model, listed in the top half of Table 4. The lower half of the table covers B2C cybercrime (around 36% of listings), custom orders (14%) and others (20%).
We primarily focus on the B2B categories, though we do report on the B2C categories later in the section. Before we turn to B2B offerings, we take a closer look at the large category of custom listings. These listings are a bit counter-intuitive to the market structure as they concern one-time, buyer-specific products or services. For instance, stolen credit card details from Norway, a modified type of keylogger, or compromised hosts from the Netherlands. Although some of these listings are in fact B2B cybercrime services, they are not fully commoditized, as the listing reflects a one-time sale and a non-standardized product or item.

There are large differences across the categories of B2B offerings. Cash-out stands out: In terms of the number of listings, active vendors, and in total revenue, this category is by far the largest. It also stands out in other ways. Table 5 reports the median and mean number of listings for each vendor per category, which reflects the degree in which different products need to be differentiated. We see most products offered do not need differentiation. More specific requests might be handled with custom listings, but are not enough to merit a more permanent listing. Cash-out offerings, on the other hand, contain many more relevant distinctions. A vendor can split up its stock of stolen credit card details into smaller sets of details, for instance differentiated to type of credit card.

The second column in Table 5 shows median revenues per listing. Cash-out listings have the highest median revenue. RATs and exploits exhibit, counterintuitively, a similar median revenue. This is a consequence of the generally low-value exploit listed in anonymous marketplaces, e.g., run-of-the-mill Office exploit macros. Rare, high-value exploits, such as iOS or Chrome exploits, would be sold through specialized white or black markets or through private transactions [7]. Other categories have a median between $15 and $34 revenue per listing. As the median revenue is a simple summary of the underlying distribution, we also show the price range – in terms of median, mean, min-max and standard deviation (SD) – for listings in the B2B categories. We see, again, that the cash-out category contains the most expensive set of offerings with very diverse pricing. This diversity in price can also be observed in other categories – in fact, the overall shape of the price distribution function remains relatively unchanged across categories. Moreover, the lifespan of a listing also tells us something about the standardization of the product. A listing that receives instances of feedback over multiple months denotes that the associated product remains valuable and has not become outdated or unrecognizable. Like an ecstasy tablet, a RAT will hold its value over time in terms of being a functional solution. In contrast, stolen credentials “go bad” after some time. The first buyer who uses these credentials will in all likelihood set off red flags at the credit card company for irregular spending, making a subsequent purchase of the same credentials worthless. Curiously, the median lifespan of cash-out listings is above average, which could be due to vendors updating the specific product listed, or persistently selling unusable credit card details, or to a slower-than-expected detection of suspicious transactions by credit card companies.

Looking into median lifespan of listings reveals little differences as all but three categories have a median listing lifespan of close to one month. Both exploit and hosting listings have a low median lifespan of around 0.3 months – approximately 10 days. At the other end of the spectrum, we see that RAT listings have a median lifespan of 1.44 months – approximately 40 days. So, a RAT listing has a significant longer lifespan than an exploit listing. The distribution of cybercrime listing lifespan is heavy-tailed and on average, a cybercrime component is offered for 2.7 months. In short, vendors have one or two listings, except for cash-out listings, where that number is higher. Turnover is between $15 and $60 dollars per listing and lifespan is typically less than a month.

### 5.1 Listings and revenue over time

The claim that cybercrime is commoditizing also implies a growth in transactions and revenue. Figure 4(a) shows, per month, the unique number of listings and number of
Table 5: Vendors, revenue, and lifespan per category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Listings per vendor</th>
<th>Revenue per listing</th>
<th>Price per listing</th>
<th>Lifespan in months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>$24.33</td>
<td>$5.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botnet</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>$34.44</td>
<td>$14.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash-out</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
<td>$14.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mail</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>$22.85</td>
<td>$7.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploit</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>$15.57</td>
<td>$5.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hosting</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>$31.60</td>
<td>$16.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malware</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>$22.90</td>
<td>$5.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td>$9.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td>$5.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>$29.80</td>
<td>$8.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Feedback. Figure 4(b) shows the corresponding projected revenue. The number of feedback is a proxy for the minimum number of sales, as a buyer can only leave feedback when she buys a product. Feedback does not however yield a one-to-one mapping to sales as customers may leave a single piece of feedback after purchasing a high quantity of an item. Anonymous marketplaces depend on effective reputation mechanisms to mitigate uncertainty in transactions.

Figure 4 shows a growth in listings, amount of feedback and revenue for cybercrime components between 2012 and 2017. The drop at the end of 2013 and the beginning of 2014 is partly due to the take-down of Silk Road 1 and Black Market Reloaded. The steep increase thereafter is distributed over four new markets (Agora, Evolution, Hydra and Silk Road 2), but shows that the aggregate pattern is clearly one of rapid growth. The next drop, around the end of 2014, is caused by a combination of the law-enforcement operation against Silk Road 2, the exit scam of Evolution and the sudden disappearance of Agora. Right after this volatility, the AlphaBay market emerged, and subsequently became the largest to date. Their operation halted suddenly in July of 2017, when the FBI together with the Dutch Police shut down AlphaBay (and Hansa Market, which we do not report on here). Still, the overall pattern clearly is one of growth. The trade in cybercrime commodities seems resistant to the turbulence across marketplaces.

Figure 5 shows that the upward trend in feedback instances is not only caused by an increase in listings, but also to the increase of amount of feedback per listing. In 2011, a listing on average received around five pieces of feedback per month. Over time, this ascended to around eight pieces of feedback per listing in 2017, with intermediate spikes to over ten pieces of feedback in 2012. Those spikes coincide with the period of time in which Silk Road 1 became known by the general public due to extensive coverage by news and media over the course of 2011 [1]. Conversely, the trough at the end of 2013 is primarily due to the Silk Road 1 takedown and the chaotic few weeks that ensued [40]. Overall, we see that the average amount of feedback per listing stabilizes halfway through 2012 and from that moment onwards seems to follow a slow rise.

Essential to the understanding of the ecosystem is identifying which categories can be attributed to most of the growth in sales and revenue. For each item listing, revenue is calculated by multiplying each feedback specific to a listing with the dollar-price of that listing at the moment the feedback was generated. The revenue from these listing is then aggregated per month and per category. Figure 6 shows revenue per category. The spikes and troughs are, again, the result of marketplace turbulence.
The category of cash-out listings is by far the biggest cybercrime component, in terms of listings, revenue and vendors. We take a closer look to see whether this revenue is driven by a small fraction of listings or whether it represents a broader volume of trade. It turns out the a large portion of the increase between 2014 and 2015 is driven by feedbacks on CVV listings. More specifically, one listing offering “US CVVs” received nearly 700 feedbacks in the first quarter of 2014. From the beginning of 2015 onwards we see a steady growth in revenue alongside the growth of AlphaBay market as a whole. In the early days of the ecosystem we see an increase in cash-out revenue which was primarily driven by a listing offering “10,000 USD CASH,” which can be seen as typical money laundering – the customer pays in bitcoin and receives cash.

The revenue of cash-out listings is obscuring the other categories. When we omit it in Figure 7, we see that the trend of increasing revenue between 2012 and 2017 becomes apparent yet again. In the second half of 2014, listings in e-mail distribution such as spam tutorials, spam runs or large databases of e-mail addresses generate very high revenue numbers. Similarly, we see a spike in botnet-related sales driven by a mysterious listing titled “source,” receiving 10 – rather negative – feedbacks in the summer of 2014. The average of $5000 per month in 2013 grows to $15,000 per month in late 2017. Compared to the average monthly revenue of the entire market ecosystem however – nearing $600,000 per month in late 2014, mostly generated by drugs [40] – this is just a fraction.

5.2 Vendors over time

Another element in the assessment of commoditization is the level of vendor competition. Figure 8 shows the number of vendors per category over time. A vendor is defined to be active if she has at least one active item listing and may be instantaneously active in multiple categories.
more than one alias on different marketplaces which may be partially responsible for this observation.

Figure 9: Vendors over time across markets

Figure 10: Cumulative distribution function of listings and revenues across vendors

Listings and revenue are not distributed normally across vendors. As in many markets, there are big players and small players. Figure 10 plots the cumulative percentage of listings and revenue of cybercrime components over vendors. A small portion of vendors are responsible for a large fraction of the listings. To be more precise, around 30% of vendors are responsible for 80% of all listings. More interestingly, just under 10% of vendors are responsible for generating 80% of the total revenue. That means that around 174 vendors have sold for nearly $7 million worth of cybercrime components. This translates into an average revenue per vendor of around $40,000, but the distribution is wide and skewed. The 174 vendors range from a minimum revenue of $7,355 to a maximum of $1,148,403.

5.3 Marketplaces

Different marketplaces might develop different profiles or specialties in terms of what they sell – i.e., they attract a different set of vendors, offerings or buyers. To compare the product portfolio of different markets, Figure 11 displays the distribution of offerings across different categories. To deal with the large differences in size of the categories, we first take the logarithm of the number of listings in each category and then calculate the percentage of each category in this log-scaled total count of listings. There are minor variations visible, but the more obvious pattern is the similarity between most markets. All except two markets, namely Hydra and Pandora, contain listings in each of the categories. Hydra and Pandora are relatively small markets, with a shorter life-span and the absence of listings in some categories is probably due their comparatively modest size and short existence. In terms of commoditization, all categories of the criminal value chains are consistently offered across markets and time. Moreover, these components see vendor competition.

Figure 11: Percentage of total number of listings per market per category (numbers of listings are logged)

Figure 12: Percentage of total revenue per market per category (revenue is logged)

Another way to evaluate market specialization is by categorical revenue. In Figure 12, we show the percentage of revenue – after log transformation – per category of cybercrime component per market. The story is unchanged: there are no major differences between markets. If anything, the picture painted by looking at revenues is even more uniform across marketplaces.
5.4 B2C listings

Finally, we take a look at the listings in retail cybercrime. This covers the categories of “accounts,” “fake,” “guide,” “pirated,” and “voucher.” We briefly describe the type of listings assigned to those categories. “Accounts” denote listings advertising small batches of accounts from services like Netflix and Spotify. “Fake” contains offerings of fake IDs, counterfeit documents or money. Listings that sell mere instructions or tutorials, are categorized as “guides.” The “pirated goods” category encompasses listings that offer pirated movies, software or e-books. Last, the “voucher” category comprise listings that offer discounts at numerous places, ranging from discounted airline tickets to pizza shop gift cards. The retail cybercrime offerings are also forms of commoditization, albeit a slightly atypical one. Indeed, these B2C products are meant to be used or consumed by the buyer, and are not parts for some large value chain with another profit center at the end of it.

The large portion of retail cybercrime is in line with what has been observed on the drugs side of these markets; B2C transactions for consumers of drugs, along with more modest amounts of B2B transactions with larger quantities for lower-level dealers.

We do not know however what type of listings within one category are the driving forces for these growing number of listings, feedbacks, vendors and revenue. To understand how commoditization of cybercrime components really takes place, we have to look at finer grained information. To do so, we next cluster listings within cybercrime component categories and characterize the supply by analyzing the best-selling clusters within each category.

6 Characterizing supply

We now want to delve deeper into what is actually being offered in each category and how this supply compares to the overall demand for criminal capability, resources and services in that category. We apply unsupervised clustering to the listings in each category and then interpret the three best-selling clusters.

6.1 Clustering listings

The detailed sub-classification is created by identifying clusters within our categories of listings using Topic Modeling. We rely on the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [10] clustering algorithm to determine the main topics from a text corpus. We cleaned the data (removing broken fragments and correcting egregious errors) and lemmatized the words before clustering.

Our goal is to extract and analyze the three clusters which represent the “main themes” in each category. A natural choice might be to select the three clusters whose items collectively generate the largest amount of revenue. However we observed that a small fraction of very expensive items tends to obfuscate this analysis, thus we instead opted for identifying these “main theme” clusters based on the number of unique feedbacks. LDA is parameterized by a hyper-parameter that upper bounds the number of clusters to identify. Motivated by the expected heterogeneity of listings in the categories of cybercrime components, combined with the assumed homogeneity in other categories, we set this parameter to 10. As a consequence, it may be the case that LDA will not generate clusters for small categories of listings (when the true number of clusters exceeds 10); and those will instead be projected into larger clusters.

6.2 Best-selling clusters

We identified the three best-selling clusters per category by summing the number of feedbacks of all listings in a specific cluster. We then compute the total revenue generated by the item listings in each cluster. The results are shown in Table 6. We excluded three categories from the classification, as explained in Section 4.4. For all categories, the three best-selling clusters contain more than 46% of all feedbacks, and in many cases more than 60% of all feedbacks. Looking at revenue, we observe a defused pattern. The categories “botnet,” “website,” and “RAT” show lower revenue numbers. Upon manual inspection, we could identify a very small cluster with only a few feedback that was dominated by a few very expensive items.

The second part of this clustering approach aims to understanding which type of products and/or services are transacted in these main clusters. To that end, we can use the output features of our LDA clustering algorithm to label the prominent clusters, sometimes assisted by manual inspection. In the next two sections, we present our findings and elaborate on whether the identified main topic clusters fit the overall demand for criminal capability, resources and services following our conceptual model.

6.3 Clusters in cash-out offerings

The main clusters of the cash-out category in descending order of size are 1) credit card details, more specifically “bins” - i.e., computer-generated credit card numbers that pass simple verification, but are not actually issued by banks, 2) so-called “fullz,” stolen credit cards, includ-
ing its full details, such as the CVV number. We can also identify a cluster pertaining to 3) guides on “making money,” or money mule recruitment. Next to these three prolific clusters, we explore the seven other clusters in cash-out offerings, ordered by their relative feedback volume. We observe clusters with distinct offerings in 4) carding tutorials, 5) PayPal accounts, 6) Visa and Mastercard card details, 7) “bitcoin deals,” 8) bank account credentials, 9) Amazon refund guides and 10) Bitcoin exchanges, specialized in cash pay-outs. All in all, we can observe a broad spectrum of cash-out solutions being offered. They range from guides, to actionable solutions, like PayPal or bank account access. Next, we can discern services aimed at cashing out cryptocurrencies, more specifically Bitcoin, through dedicated exchange services. Consistent with previous studies showed for cybercrime forums [23], carding makes up a big part of cybercrime components transacted on online anonymous markets as well.

### 6.4 Clusters in other B2B offerings

In this section we present the best-selling clusters in the other categories of B2B cybercrime components.

**App.** Prominent clusters of the App category include offers for Android loggers, i.e., malicious keylogger apps, Android bank apps, i.e., malicious banking apps, and Dendroid, a RAT for Android.

**Botnet.** Prominent clusters of botnet listings feature products and services revolving around Zeus botnets, varying from tutorials, to source-code, to “turn key” setups. We also identified offers on C&C servers and DDoS services.

**E-mail.** The prominent clusters in the e-mail category contain two types of spam lists, namely basic lists of e-mail addresses, as well as complete databases, including personal details to create personalized (spear) phishing mails. In addition we find a cluster of offerings on spam-related services.

**Exploit.** Within the exploit category, the two main themes are 1) Microsoft Office exploits, e.g., malicious macros, and 2) browser exploits. We also recorded a non-trivial set of sales for Mac exploits.

**Hosting.** The prominent “hosting” clusters include hosting through VPS or CPanel-listings. We also find a prominent cluster on hosting of Tor-based websites.

**Malware.** Within the malware category, ransomware stands out by featuring two prominent clusters. One cluster revolves around the Stampado ransomware, the other on Philadelphia ransomware. We also observed a prominent cluster on miscellaneous (assistive) software tools such as keyloggers or portscanners.

**Phone.** In the category of phone listings, one prominent cluster comprises listings on bypassing security features on phones. The other two prominent clusters offer respectively hacked Vodafone accounts and lists of usable phone numbers.

**RAT.** Two out of three prominent clusters in RAT listings contain generic RATs. The third cluster specifically deals with Mac OS RATs.

**Website.** The website category is composed of three distinct, prominent clusters. One cluster contains website development listings. The second is predominantly VPN-connections and/or SOCKS proxies. The third cluster consists of compromised RDP-servers/hosts listings.

Our analysis suggests that nearly all prolific clusters supply a component that matches B2B demand, but that this supply is incomplete, in that the observed supply fulfills only a niche demand in each category. For instance, we see ransomware dominating the malware category, whereas domain expertise suggests there are, in general, other types of malware in demand. This demand remains mostly unfulfilled in online anonymous marketplaces.

One exception to the aforementioned trend is in the “phone” category, where supply differs from the B2B demand. Research suggests that the actual latent demand is for using phones and social engineering to trick victims into falling for a scam [11]. Yet, the supply is only oriented towards setting-up the necessary phone lines. We observed that guides and tutorials are among the prominent clusters in the botnet and cash-out categories. We however note that selling a guide is not the same as outsourcing a cybercrime component.

In summary, the demand for cybercrime components is frequently met on online anonymous markets in our

### Table 6: Best-selling clusters per category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th># Feedback</th>
<th>Top3 Feedback</th>
<th>Top3 Revenue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>App</td>
<td>1,175</td>
<td>784 (67%)</td>
<td>$ 7,083 (55%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botnet</td>
<td>968</td>
<td>657 (68%)</td>
<td>$ 8,995 (19%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash-out</td>
<td>236,566</td>
<td>164,124 (69%)</td>
<td>$ 4,991,272 (63%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mail</td>
<td>4,684</td>
<td>2,605 (56%)</td>
<td>$ 64,642 (66%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploit</td>
<td>1,335</td>
<td>936 (70%)</td>
<td>$ 11,514 (65%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hosting</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>97 (81%)</td>
<td>$ 829 (70%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malware</td>
<td>2,446</td>
<td>1,127 (46%)</td>
<td>$ 30,806 (53%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>2,731</td>
<td>1,851 (68%)</td>
<td>$ 48,154 (65%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAT</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>501 (65%)</td>
<td>$ 4,887 (30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website</td>
<td>8,586</td>
<td>5,044 (59%)</td>
<td>$ 65,111 (23%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account</td>
<td>75,469</td>
<td>47,149 (62%)</td>
<td>$ 316,851 (53%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fake</td>
<td>34,341</td>
<td>20,568 (60%)</td>
<td>$ 1,386,363 (48%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide</td>
<td>57,361</td>
<td>38,586 (67%)</td>
<td>$ 2,397,006 (91%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pirated</td>
<td>11,242</td>
<td>6,093 (54%)</td>
<td>$ 55,864 (43%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voucher</td>
<td>22,769</td>
<td>13,643 (60%)</td>
<td>$ 441,572 (59%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4This cluster resembles 1) and 2) but with a focus on Visa and Mastercard brands. It could a priori also include gift cards.
dataset, but the supply is highly restricted to specific niches and the accompanied revenue is generally modest.

6.5 Clusters in B2C offerings

In this section we briefly present the prominent clusters in the B2C categories – i.e., retail cybercrime.

Account. In listings that sell accounts, we observed two main clusters that revolve around offerings for single accounts to pornography websites. Next, we see a cluster of listings selling Netflix and Spotify accounts, in quantities between two and ten per listing.

Fake. The three prominent clusters are respectively offering fake passports, fake IDs and counterfeit money.

Guide. The clustering process revealed guides in a) bitcoin (“deals”), b) “making money” or starting a business, and c) “scamming.”

Pirated. Miscellaneous pirated software, like the entire Adobe software suite or pirated adult videos, and pirated Microsoft software, e.g. Windows 7, are the prominent clusters in pirated products.

Voucher. In the category of voucher-related listings, we see offers for: a) Tesco vouchers, b) lottery tickets and c) “free” pizzas, of which most are indeed discount vouchers or gift cards for various pizza chains, but a few are in fact credit card offerings, where “slices” refer to groups of accounts.

The nature of products and services in all of the best-selling clusters tells us that we are observing transactions of retail cybercrime. We see that the best-selling clusters within accounts are listings in smaller quantities, ranging from single hacked accounts on a pornography website, to up to ten Netflix or Spotify accounts. It may at first appear to be curious why a single user would want 10 Netflix accounts, but when considering the inherent unreliability (and short lifespan) of stolen accounts, it becomes clear that this demand is plausible for personal use.

7 Discussion

In this section, we discuss our approach and results in light of our theoretical assumptions and research design.

7.1 Validation

In earlier work, Soska and Christin [40] discuss the validation of measurements on online anonymous markets. They find support for using feedback instances as a proxy for sales by looking at three specific cases where ground truth is available (due to arrests or leaks). However, the online anonymous marketplace ecosystem has grown quite significantly since then - in particular, in 2017, AlphaBay itself grossed, on a daily basis, more than the entire online anonymous marketplace ecosystem did in 2014.

The criminal complaint for forfeiture against the alleged AlphaBay founder and operator [5] estimates that “between May 2015 and February 2017, Bitcoin addresses associated with AlphaBay conducted approximately 4,023,480 transactions, receiving approximately 839,087 Bitcoin and sending approximately 838,976 Bitcoin. This equals approximately US$450 million in deposits to AlphaBay.”

The estimates coming from our scrapes yield US $222,932,839 (and 2,223,992 transactions) for the entire time interval (including, this time, all of the goods sold on the marketplace). We believe the $450 million dollar from the complaint is a slight overestimate, due to currency mixing that could result in double-counting.

On the other hand, our own estimates are on the conservative side. In particular, we have to ignore a small fraction of credit card sales, due to a quirk in the way certain purveyors of credit card numbers do their business: A few stolen credit card number vendors list their items in generic form, with a price of zero, instead leaving the specifics in the shipping costs - presumably to obfuscate their stocks and possibly to reduce the commissions imposed by the marketplace operator. For instance, a listing would be for “credit card dumps,” with a price of zero, but with shipping options for various types of cards at various prices. Because we cannot determine which cards are purchased, we simply conservatively ignore such sales.

More importantly, as Soska and Christin point out, it is important to repeatedly scrape online anonymous marketplaces to ensure adequate coverage [40]. This is particularly true when a marketplace is large, as the population of items is more likely to change over small time intervals. Our density of scrapes is lower in mid-2016, meaning that we might have missed a number of transactions occurring then.

All in all, we might be missing a non-negligible number of transactions occurring on AlphaBay; data for the other marketplaces is more complete, as validated in the original paper [40]. We point out, however, that these misses are unlikely to change our analysis beyond underestimating absolute sales volumes: indeed, with the small exception of the vendors using shipping costs for pricing, there are no specific biases in the missing data, so that the items we have in our corpora can be taken as a representative random sample.
7.2 Limitations

We next discuss the limitations of our study in two main areas: first, to what extent our data captures the commoditization of cybercrime and, second, the way we mapped the offerings on these markets onto categories of demand.

Observing cybercrime commoditization starts with knowing where to look. Building on transaction cost economics, we have argued that online anonymous marketplaces are the most logical place to trade cybercrime commodities due to the nature of these transactions. However, what seems logical from a TCE perspective does not necessarily seem logical to the criminal entrepreneur. Trust in a market is to a large extent subjective. This might mean that cybercriminals turn to other platforms with less safeguards to trade commoditized cybercrime. Even when criminals do follow TCE, some forms of commoditized cybercrime do not fit well with online anonymous markets: subscription models, affiliate programs, services requiring a rich search interface, or non-English offerings [26, 48] are all ill-suited to the type of markets we are investigating here. Since we did not study these forms of trade, our picture of commoditization is incomplete. To some extent, the same holds for underground hacker forums, though we would argue that many of the transactions on those forums are not actually commoditized, but forms of contracting (see Section 2).

Another limitation relates to how we mapped criminal demand. Successful commoditization is not just a matter of products and services being offered. These offerings also need to meet a demand, as observed in actual sales. To understand the potential demand of cybercriminals, we worked with a scope of known business models. Building on the work of Thomas et al. [42], we have limited ourselves to cybercriminals who aim at making a profit. In other words, there may be cybercrime components that are being offered and that do match cybercriminal demand (e.g., for ideological or tactical purposes, rather than financial pursuits), yet are outside the identified value chains.

8 Related work

Core elements of our paper build on or benefit from recent progress in related research, which we discuss here.

Different researchers have tried to grasp the evolution of criminal activity in the underground economy. Initial work focused on underground forums [24, 36]. After the infamous Silk Road market came into existence, researchers looked closer at online anonymous markets [8, 15] and investigated the evolution of listings and revenue on these markets. Our study is among the first to explicitly leave the predominant drug listings out of scope and focus on a different product type (cybercrime). Most closely connected to our work is the first longitudinal study on the evolution of volumes in products transacted across multiple online anonymous markets by Soska and Christin [40]. Other studies focused on specialized markets or forums, for instance the stolen data and exploit market [9, 23]. They investigated the market for exploits - which turned out to be moderate in size - and the cybercrime-as-a-service market, where growing numbers of new services types were discovered. Furthermore, researchers investigated the increase in online drugs trade, specifically the B2B side of Silk Road 1 drugs offerings, and what factors determine vendor success [8].

In addition to quantitative studies of the evolution of online anonymous markets, our work is related to qualitative studies on buyers and sellers (vendors) on markets and forums. For instance, Van Hout and Bingham [25] looked into the buyers of drugs, and inspected the retail side of the market, as we did. Van Buskirk et al. [43] specifically focused on the motivation of drug buyers in Australia to turn to online anonymous markets instead of street dealers. They found that a cheaper price and higher quality of the drug are important.

Earlier research into the commoditization of cybercrime found evidence of commoditization of a number of specific products and services. Prominent examples are booters [29], the Pay-Per-Install (PPI) market [13], and exploit kit developers supplying drive-by browser compromise [22]. Thomas et al. [42] provided an overview of the prominent cybercriminal profit centers, based on multiple individual value chains such as spam [34], and clickfraud [32]. We can further identify earlier work on the value chains behind malware [38, 44] and carding [41].

Finally, our work can be tied to studies that aim to understand how and where cybercriminals collaborate. Leukfeldt et al. [33] investigated 40 cybercriminal networks using European and American police cases and interviews, Soudijn and Zegers [41] use data from a seized carding forum to unravel the collaboration between involved actors and Hutchings [28] studied the concept of co-offending in cybercrime and more specifically knowledge transmission amongst cybercriminals and identified distinct typologies of collaboration, ranging from fluid networks to real co-offending. In most cases, they found online meeting places, such as dedicated fora and markets, as the places where to buy tools or to collaborate with co-offenders.

9 Conclusions

We identified key value chain components that criminal entrepreneurs might want to outsource (i.e., purchase on
the market) and ordered them in ten categories. In three of them (“javascript,” “customer service,” and “web inject”), we found no offerings in the large random sample for the ground truth, not even when we searched the whole data with specific keywords. We assume this means there is very little, if any, commoditization of these value-chain components. In the other categories of cybercrime components, we found growing commoditization in terms of listings, vendors and revenue. Cash-out is by far the largest category. Some categories see only modest offerings and transaction volumes. Furthermore, not all offerings reflect the breadth of the demand. In some categories, only niche offerings are available.

In line with what other researchers have observed for the drugs trade on these markets, we see both B2B and B2C transactions in the cybercrime categories. B2B and B2C, a.k.a. retail cybercrime, turns out to be comparable in revenue. Between 2011 and 2017 the revenue of B2C cybercrime was around US $7 million, where B2B cybercrime generated US $8 million in revenue.

In conclusion, we find that, at least on online anonymous marketplaces, commoditization is a spottier phenomenon than was previously assumed. Within the niches where it flourishes, we do observe growth. That being said, there is no supply for many of the capabilities, systems and resources observed in well-known value chains. There is also no evidence of a rapid growth, and thus of a strong push towards commoditization, contrary to the somewhat alarmist language found in industry reporting and elsewhere.

In terms of generalizability of our findings, we have measured and explained the trends in commoditization of cybercrime on online anonymous markets. Beyond this, our findings only speculatively suggest that the trend toward commoditization might not be as comprehensive as has been claimed elsewhere. Perhaps less commoditized forms of B2B transactions - e.g., collaboration emerging out of forums - are important in the areas absent from the anonymous markets. Also, vertical integration probably remains important for more complex and dynamic forms of cybercrime.

Still, this casts an interesting perspective on the “theory of the commoditization of cybercrime.” There is a huge discrepancy between the reported profitability of criminal business models like ransomware (over $1 billion in 2016, according to the FBI [20]) or DDoS-services (one youngster making $385,000 with his boater-service according to local British police [2]) and the marginal markets for cybercrime commoditization. The commodities for a ransomware operation seem available in these markets: malware, PPI, cash-out. The huge profits would surely drawing new entrepreneurs to assemble this value chain based on components they can just buy on the anonymous markets. But if that would be the case, should that not cause a more observable rise in the commodities trade on these markets? The lack of strong growth suggests that there are still bottlenecks in outsourcing critical parts of criminal value chains. Entry barriers for would-be criminal entrepreneurs remain. The services that are highly commoditized, like booters, seem to draw in mostly B2C activities – i.e., consumers going after other consumers, as was the prominent finding in a victimization study of commoditized DDoS [37]. A recent take-down of a RAT operation also suggested consumer consumption, rather than B2B transactions [6].

This should not be read to downplay the relevance or danger of commoditization. A better understanding of where commoditization succeeds and fails helps to identify which capabilities, services and resources are still hard to come by, which supports designing better disruption strategies for criminal business models. The absence or scarcity of certain commoditized cybercrime components suggests these are either harder to produce or that they cannot function on their own after a single-shot sale. B2B services that require ongoing coordination among the criminals fall short of full-fledged commoditization. In other words, the scarcity of supply suggests less-scalable and potentially vulnerable components in criminal value chains. These might be targeted by interventions. Earlier work on interventions that target choke points shows that they can have measurable impact, not via a wholesale shutdown of the business model, but by raising transaction costs [12, 29]. For instance, we found virtually no offerings for customer support services. For a ransomware scheme, the customer service component to guide inexperienced victims through the steps to complete the ransomware payment might be the most vulnerable. Contrast this approach to the series of police actions aimed at the shutdown of whole markets: from our data, these operations seemed to have had only relatively modest effects on the overall trading of commoditized cybercrime. Understanding where commoditization is lagging behind points to alternative disruption strategies.
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Algorithm 1: Classifier of cybercrime listings

Input: Listings from 8 marketplaces
Output: Set of listings per cybercrime categories

1. Select a random sample of 1,500 listings;
2. Manually classify random sample into cybercrime categories;
3. Split the random sample into a training (70%) and a testing set (30%);
4. forall listings do
   5. Remove English stopwords, URLs, punctuation and digits;
   6. Lemmatize;
   7. Tokenize;
   8. foreach category ∈ training set do
      9. Balance category using SMOTE method;
   10. Train a Linear Support Vector Classifier using the listings in the balanced categories;
   11. foreach listing ∈ testing set do
       12. Classify according to the trained LinearSVC;
   13. Compute confusion matrix;
   14. forall listings do
       15. Classify according to the trained LinearSVC;